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Armin Linke, Star City ZPK, astronaut dressing, Moscow, Russia, 1998. Cour-
tesy Armin Linke.

“The sequence of images I'm working on is a search for 
utopian places that already exist and have, or had, utopian 
potential.” 1

Armin Linke, photographer and filmmaker, is working on an 
ongoing archive about human activity and the variations of 
natural and man-made landscapes. Through his photographs, 
he aims to document scenes in which the boundary between 
fiction and non-fiction blurs or becomes invisible.  

In 1998, Linke photographed the International Space Base 
(ILA International Luft und Raumfahrtaustellung) in Berlin and 
the Star City ZPK in Star City near Moscow. Astronauts’ uni-
forms, control consoles, weightlessness simulations systems 
and processes were captured by his lens. This series of imag-
es, present an artificial landscape, a man made technological 
entity that creates simulations of fluid spaces. Linke’s images 
attempt to narrate how people interact in these free-gravity 
environments. His photographs acquire an additional anthro-
pological utility, by presenting a seemingly distant reality. They 
allow a new physical perception by demonstrating the human 
living in liquid, unstable conditions; in spaces of continuous 
floating.  

“Photography in itself doesn't interest me much; what interests 
me more is what to photograph and how to distribute the im-
age.” 2

These images are part of the Book on Demand 3, an interac-
tive archive of Linke’s pictures that was first presented in the 
Utopia Station, Venice Biennial, 2003. The Book on Demand 
contains a series of images registered with keywords under 
certain categories in a software. The software allows the 
viewer to select and compose his own sequences of images 
and finally order a personalised book on demand.  
Classification and categorization are notions familiar to Linke’s 
work. His projects include contemporary strategies of ar-
chiving and representation. The photographer employs differ-
ent ways of displaying his infinite archive, in an indecipherable 
relationship between photography and art. 
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